Camp Counselors
Today and tomorrow are the last
two days to sign up for an ilittr%lew
appoint hunt for Orient :it
Camp
counselor. Appointotents for nest
Week can be outdo. in the A.S. offices. No esperieme is net esstr) but
an ability to stimulate or lead discussion is desired. Uamp will he
held Sept. 11-13 at Ab11011141%
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sr:imp:amp registration for the
ueekellti of 3lay I-3. si ill continue !trough tomorrow, depending
upon spare a% alieil.ilits . The signups
are being held on Sesentit Street.
If ineienient %% rather returns today
or toinorro%%, signups nil! be by the
Regbookstore ill t to College I
istration fees are $12.50 per perwn
for the mountain retreat.
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Rally Speakers Attack ’U.S. Imperialism’
By GARY PIERCE
Bally Political Writer
About 250 anti -war demonstrators
participated in a pair of rallies and a
march through downtown San Jose
yesterday.
The demonstrations, sponsored by
the Student Mobilization Committee
to End the War in Vietnam (SMC),
began at 11:30 a.m, with a Seventh
Street Rally.
At about 12:30 p.m., the rally concluded, and the protesters began a 30minute march to St. James Park, First
and St. James Streets.
With a pair of police motorcycle
officers leading the way, the students
made their way down Santa Clara
Street and turned right on First for
the final six blocks of the march, and
another rally at the park.
Speakers at the Seventh Street rally
included Lance Jobson, Students for
*

*

*

a Democratic Society; Bob Allen, New
College professor; Dan O’Neal, Radical
Action Movement; Richard Ferry,
Radical Audio Visual Experiment: a
member of the Progressive Asian
American Experiment; an Iranian Student As.sociation member who declined
to give his name; and Steve McClendon, chairman of the Black Student
Union.
’ESTABLISHMENT TYPES’
Johann was critical of attempts to
work with "establishment types" to
bring about change. "SDS proposes /AS
an alternative an alliance with working people."
"SDS opposes terrorist tactics of any
kind," he added.
Allen then spoke, asserting, "If you
look at American history you will see
that racism and imperialism have always gone hand in hand."
’He charged the United States’ war
*

*

*

against Mexico in 1846 was "racist"
oriented. "These racists are trying to
destroy Vietnam and her people. But
the Vietnamese are resisting," he concluded.
Attacking American policies, O’Neal
then presented his speech. "America
has a system that has to have hundreds
of thousands of troops throughout the
world . . to oppress third world peoples in the interest of big business," he
said.
Ferry, who was involved in Tuesday’s
demonstration against the Army
ROTC, said, ’We’ll be out next week
to continue the show. We encourage
everybody with any feelings or with
any sense of humor to be out there
with us."
The PAAC member said, " I think
the Vietcong are fighting for their own
self determination."
The ISA spokesman stated, "The
*

*

*

Anti-War March Support Dwindles
Daily photo by Dt.r. Ph, by
WHERE’S THE RALLY?People, and the lack of Them seem to be the
message of this picture taken during yesterday’s anti -war demonstration.
Only about 250 participated in a pair of rallies and a march through the
business district in downtown San Jose. An anti-corporation debate is
scheduled for today.

By MIKE NOLAN
Dally Investigative Reporter
In marked contrast to last October’s
Vietnam Moratorium march by SJS
students, Wednesday’s trek through
downtown San Jose was only about
one-tenth as large, with an estimated
250 participants.
However, the small but vocal display
of opposition to United States involvement in Vietnam still drew the usual
curiosity seekers plus curious glances,
stares and conversation by downtown
shoppers and businessmen.

The march, third by SJS students in
history (the second occurred in February at the conclusion of Survival
Faire), took the small block-long
stream down the right side of First
Street while cars were permitted to
continue traveling on the loft.
It also gave an opportunity for anyone espousing a particular cause to
pass out or sell various leaflets, underground newspapers and other papers.
Represented were the right, the left,
the middle and several religious organizations. The paper flood contributed

On Again, Off Again

Corporations, Anti-War Faction Debate Today
The on again, off again debate between corporation representatives and
members of the United Front Against
War Related Recruiting will finally he
held today.
The debate is scheduled for 12:30 to
2:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The topic for discussion is "Ameri-

can Business: Progress or Destruction?"
The United Front had earlier withdrawn from the debate when it was
scheduled for yesterday. They said it
would have interfered with the Student Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam’s anti -war rally
and march.

However, when it was announced
that the debate had been rescheduled
for today, United Front spokesmen
reversed their previous decision.
Radical Action Movement (RAM)
spokesman Danny O’Neal said last
week the United Front speakers will be
Jim Ransom, Bob Allen, and James
O’Connor,

Election Board Chief Quits
Bruce Wallisch, oleetion board chairman, handed in his official resignation
yesterday because of homework, pressures of the post and personal reasons
that have developed in the past. few
weeks. With less than two weeks to go
before the election. the election board
is in dire need of a chairman and 10
more members.
According to Kathie Bishop, election
board secretary, five of these 10 appointments were to go before A.S.
Council yesterday for approval. The
council meeting was cancelled due to
lack of a quorum.
Miss Bishop stated that the election
board will meet today at 3:3() p.m. to

try to appoint a new chairman. The
board will meet in the council chambers, unless enough council members
show up to have a meeting. If the
meeting is not held in the council
chambers, check in the AS, office for
location.
Students interested in working at
various election tasks, such as ballot
counting, regulation of polls, and general election supervision may apply in
the AS. office. Interviews for an election board position will begin at 12:30
p.m. and continue through the day.
If these positions are not filled today,
Miss Bishop said, they may still take
applications next week or else interim
appointments will be made, although

such appointments will likely be nonvoting members.
In his resignation, Wallisch aPoligized for resigning at such a late date,
but stated that he would be available
to the new chairman at any time for
help or advice.
It is possible that the five prospective appointments will be made official
if A.S. Council meets today. Council
members have scheduled a meeting for
3:30 p.m. in the council chambers.
Yesterday, in the absence of Chairman John Merz and Vice-Chairman
Pam Hubbard, who arrived 45 minutes
late, council members tried for over
an hour to attain a quorum, but to no
avail.

Dr. William Clements, placement director, reported earlier that the corporation spokesmen would be Jack
Jones, Dow Chemical Company vice
president in charge of public relations
for the 13 western states; Dr. Constantine Denallis, SJS instructor of
business; and Dr. Robert G. Larsen,
assistant to the vice president of the
Shell Development Company.
Weiner also said the debate will be
conducted under the rules of the "Spartan Forum" -- a variation of the Oxford rules of debate.
The rules call for each of the six
speakers to be allowed 10 minutes initial speaking time and five minutes of
rebuttal. The opposing sides alternate
speakers until each has been heard, and
then the rebuttals are allowed.
A three minute limit is imposed upon
each member of the audience who
wishes to be heard.
According to Weiner, the rules speoifically allow "hissing, booing, cheerio.;.
and clapping."
At the end of the debate, the audience leaves the auditorium by two
separate doors -- one for those who
favor each side of the issue -- and
they are counted to determine the winner of the debate.

to a minor mess in St. James Park,
site of a post -march rally.
Chanting "Cops out of the ghettos,"
"U.S. out of Vietnam," "Stop the killing now," and "Peace, peace, peace,"
the crowd’s sympathies momentarily
turned in a slightly different direction
while passing Herald’s Shoe Store.
Three ladies, Herold’s employees currently on strike, smiled as the marchers shouted, "Support the Harold’s
strike" as they passed. A few students
distributed leaflets provided by the
strikers to the crowd.
Ironically, the marchers were witnessed by "throngs" of people not much
more numerous than the marchers
themselves, while the many empty
store fronts along both sides of the
street were passed.
Numerous elderly park bench occupants were treated to an unusual
happening at the conclusion of the
march and some even took time to debate the merits of President Nixon’s
political polices with the protesters.
However, the size of the crowd, more
than anything else, was cause for comment. Following the huge gathering
which marched in October and the
equally impressive mass drawn by Survival Faire, this gathering seemed almost minute by comparison.
As the St. James rally neared its
conclusion, only about 75 students remained sprawled on the park lawn to
listen to the last few speakers.

Now Magazine
Out Tomorrow
The April edition of Now Magazine, which u in appear tomorrow, hits students in the st ))))) aelts
and poeketbooks.
The fifth issue of this year’s
supplement to the Daily features
tuition, food sttimpcs foreign student tuition, EOP funding and
the cost of food in the college
area, ireeording to Now Editor
Mare Horst.

struggle against imperialism has now
spread to Laos and Cambodia and it
will spread elsewhere.
"The struggle against U.S. imperialism is a struggle against the big monopolies," he claimed.
McClendon then spoke, saying he
believed, "The war machine is only
controlled by a few. Those few have
only one thing in mindmoney.
PROFITS’
"As long as they can keep the oppressed people clown they can make a
profit off them," he added.
During the entire time the rally was
going on, between 10 and 20 sign carrying protesters were marching in a
circle in front of the speaker’s platform.
After McClendon had spoken, the
crowd started to join in the circular
march. They then began their march
to St. James Park.
Arriving at the park, the first to
speak was Milton Chee, from the SMC
regional office in San Francisco. The
other speakers were Eric Johnson,
Progressive Labor Party; Mary Lou
Greenberg, Women’s Liberation Union;
and Lee Stearns, a candidate for the
25th Assembly District from the Peace
and Freedom Party.
Chee made the claim, "The only way
to end the war is to withdraw the
troops; that’s the only peace plan that
we can accept."
Johnson said his party is trying to
"actively organize the working class
against the war."
’WORKING CLASS’
He claimed the war "hasn’t won the
support of working class people."
Miss Greenberg said, "The Vietnam
war has exposed this country for what
it really isa system where the rulers
will do anything they can to crush
opposition to their interest, that interest is U.S. business."
Mrs. Stearns accused the mass media
of misrepresenting the people. She also
urged people to get involved in the
current political campaign.
While the demonstrations were going
on, about 30 people were listening to
former SJS students Robert Walker
and Mike Cobb give an interpretation
of President Nixon’s "Vietnamization
Plan" in the College Union.
The speakers were sponsored by the
Young Americans for Freedom.

Los Gatos Park
Needs Students
Park projects are dominating various student task forces this semester
at SJS.
After successful weekends working
on the Community Park Project, hopes
are high that the task force turn out
at Vasona Park Saturday morning,
April 18, will be equally as enthusiastic.
According to Danny Raymond, president of this semester’s Alpha Phi
Omega pledge class, "the pledges have
decided to aid in the construction of
the Billy Jones Railroad between Vasona and Oak Meadow parks, in Los
Gatos."
Work on the project will commence
at 8:30 and last through 4 p.m.
All interested students are invited to
the A Phi 0 pledge class.

ROTC Hassle: Complete Academic Credit or Disbandment?

By ROBERT CAREMO
Daily Staff %Yeller
The "Military-Industrial Complex,"
epitomized at SJS by the Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC), has
been the point of much criticism in
recent years. This criticism was partly
generated from people who oppose the
undeclared Vietnam war and the workings of the American military system
leading up to and during that war.
Other people have criticized the campus ROTC for different reasons. They
are concerned with the threat of nonacademic subjects diluting the potency
of the college academie system. PITSently, at SJS them is an effort by
Academic Council to revise the Bow
program from tn academic/nonacademic program to an entirely academic
campus program.
George Moore, a member of the subcommittee of Ow Avadeinic Couhell

Curriculum and Instruction Policy
Comm ill en recent ly proposed solutions
to the controversy surrounding the
campus ROTC.
Moore’s proposals recommended "the
Curriculum and Tnstruction Committee
make every effort to encourage the
development of an academic minor in
Military Studies." This would be an
interdepartmental program "under the
supervision of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies."

NO MORE APPROPRIATE’
A representative committee of military-, college administration, faculty
and student members would be organized to develop the minor program.
The military’s presence on campus,
argues Moore, is "no more appropriate
than postal, police, or for that matter,
corporat ion presenee. "No
other agency of government or society
imposes its own prokram and personnel

on the college campus," his argument
continues.
Moore believes the argument is false
that the same kinds of curricular and
personnel controls which ROTC has
are exerted by aecrediting agencies.
Under this situation the college can
still hire, fire, or discipline such agency
personnel. Also, the college can control
such curricula through the regular college functions.
Presently, the college can also exercise some control over the ROTC personnel. Furthermore, the ROTC program must be approved by the college
accrediting agencies for credit to be
granted.
The biggest argument for revision of
the ROTC, Moore believes, is the fact
that the ROTC program is "developed
in the Department of Defense."
"Personnel," he continues, "derive
their salaries and benefits from that
depactinent."

The ROTC of the School of Applied
Sciences and Arts presently offers academic credit for nonacademic subjects.
According to the SJS 1970/72 General Catalog, this college offers students two fields of ROTC study; Air
Force ROTC and Army ROTC.
’EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE’

The Aerospace Studies Department
(i.e. AFROTC) is considered an academic department of the college. This
two-year program is described in the
catalog as "a high quality educational
experience structure for a progressive
sequential development of knowledge,
understanding and attitude in the college student aspiring to a professional
career as a commissioned officer in the
United States Air Force."
Included in the AFROTC upper division course program is a nonacademic "Special Problems" course.
"Special Problems" 180 is described as

an "application of theory and instruction in field and staff exercises." Units
offered for the course are from onehalf to three.
Nonacademic courses and credits are
also offered in SJS’s two or four-year
Army ROTC program. A lower division
course, "The United States Defense
Establishment" 1 A and 1 B, is a firstyear introductory course to the Army
and the ROTC. This course includes
"individual weapons and marksmanship
instruction:" "practical training in
leadership, drill and command;" and
presents the student with the "misSiOnti and responsibility of the United
States Army. . ."
A second tower division Army ROTC
course, "Special Problems" 180, teaches
students the "practical application of
military theory and instruction through
fieldwork." This one-semester course
includes fie field trips to military in-

stallations and is worth two units of
academic credit,

SUMMER CAMP
The Army ROTC offers students a
six week, nonacademic, upper division
course. As a requirement for a commission, students must attend a six-week
summer camp at Fort Lewis, Wash.
"Summer Camp" is an instruction in
the practical phases of Army operations. This course is offered for four
academic units.
The ROTC program at SJS will
change if students, faculty members,
and administrators institute their beliefs. Whether the campus military program will be ousted from campus or a
compromise comes, is hard to predict.
What is certain is that SJS, unlike
other national educational institutions,
has so far dealt with this problem in
a slow, reasonable, and certain manner.
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let the a ake of two embarrassing defeats in the Senate over Supreme Court
ations, some Senate Republicans,
quiet!, cheereol by the President, are
sounding impeachment noises toward Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas.
House GOP leader Gerald R. Ford is
It-ailing a bipartisan move to investigate
Justice Douglas’ off the bench activities
in the first nmve toward impeachment.
Legislation is slated to be introduced today to en-ate a special Congressional cornmittee to observe the justice’s writings
and iews.
The committee would report within 90
dass and recommend whether to pass an
impeachment resolution. The Senate would
conduct the trial, if the resolution passed.
GOP sources predict at least 100 cosponsors for the legislation creating the
grand jury-like committee, including many
Southern Democrats.

Near the Absurd

I.atest tie’, elopments in the ease of Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford reveal the Chancellor’s avowed position as one bordering on the absurd.
1)1.. C. Mansel Keene. assistant chancellor for faculty and staff affairs, told an
s.IS grit-% alive cot lllll ittee Tuesday that disciplinary charges brought against the
toed ps,chology professor in January 1969, and then dropped in May 1969,
should have been considered when the college rehired him in February, 1970.
Thus. in essence. the assistant chancellor is insisting that charges which are
brought against a professor, whether proven or disproven. should be considered
w hen the professor comes up for promotion or retention.
This action. if upheld would throw out the innocent until proven guilty theory
and replace it with a system that perpetuates charges, even after the defendant has
been actinium!.
The Spartan Daily cannot believe that anyone versed in academic due process.
as the Chancellor is. could seriously propose such a system.
Rather. we believe that this new tactic is a desperate, last -gasp attempt by Dr.
Dunike to justify his action in firing Dr. Rutherford.
111 examination of the sequence of events leading up to Tuesday’s revaluation
[pears this out.
W hen the (-barges against Dr. Rutherford were dropped, in May 1969, all of
11,0 documents relating to those charges were removed from Dr. Rutherford’s
file and destroyed. as specified by disciplinary procedures.
Dr. Dumke then terminated Dr. Rutherford on Feb. 27, 1970, overturning the
deci-ions of all campus committees anti the acting president. Dr. Keene told the
that the Chancellor’s decision was based on what he called "newspaper
talk’ around the state.
NU mention of this "newspaper talk" was made in the chancellor’s letter to the
kcadentic Council on March 9. however.
III March 10 music professor Erik Peterson, who had possessed copies of doe.’intents relating to the 1969 charges ever since they were filed, but who had
!icy er taken personal action on them, mailed them to the Chancellor.
To re-rapThe Chancellor fired Rutherford. without any hard evidence, but
tu ith "information" based only on rumor.
If this is the truth behind the Rutherford firing, it is inexcusable. If it is a
smoke-screen. then the Chancellor is lying to the grievance committee.
Neither conclusion leaves Dr. Dumke in a good light.

Guest Room

Tribute to Larry Burris
By SKIP BAILEY
Three words can amply define the character of the late Larry James Burris
Y
g. Gifted and Black. The 21 -year-old
Burris %as laid to rest Monday at Woodland cemetery. which is about four blocks
from the Burris residence, 2010 19th St.,
Santa Monica.
As the MI car procession left the Spalding funeral home, I could not help but
MAC the number of students from San
j OW State who came to pay tribute to
their warrior and friend. Almost the entire HSU central committee was present.
..irol Rucker, Sheila Fisher, Cheryl Torrime,. mold heard, Earl "Iliken" Brand.
Other black students there were Jeannette
AN ilkenson. Debra Dunn, Marsha Brown,
Chri,, McNeil, Ronald Smith and Robert
"1.10-1Calmadge.
This was enough proof for me that the
image of "total blackness" that Larry
seemed to project was felt wherever the
brother went, Santa Monica to San Jose.
.11 tile last BSU meeting, a collection was
taken up and Markham Hall, the dormitory Larry stayed in last semester, has
started SOMP type of fund. It also was resok ed at the BSU meeting that the "Liberation School" that will be in operation in
Jose east side this summer, be named
This is most appropriate beCaUSe Larry spent much of his time "blowing about blackness."
Now is as good a time as any to clear
the air about what really happened that
day. Thursday, March 26, when the tragic
accident occurred. "Ric" and I had just
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pulled into a gas station in Pixley in Ric’s
VW. Robert, Larry and a friend from Santa
Monica, Julius Holmes, came up behind
us in Robert’s Volvo. We all talked and
kidded and for some reason they left before we did; after following us all that
way they finally took the lead.
Ric and I never saw their car after that.
We calmly figured that they had decided
to heat us to San Jose or that they turned
off again. After we got to San Jose and
didn’t see them, we agreed on the latter.
What happened was that as the trio was
about to turn off, a burgundy Pontiac slid
in front of Robert, causing him to cut the
wheel sharply. The Volvo went into a spin
and turned over several times before coming to rest on its wheels. "Did the Pontiac
stop?" I questioned Robert. "1 saw some
smoke coming from his pipes, so really
he took off," Robert said. I asked Julius,
who was in the back, if he got a look at
the driver. "I’m positive he was white" he
replied "a brother would have stopped."
The next thing the brothers can recall
is that they found themselves sprawled
on the side of the highway. The impression they got is that the police were more
concerned with whether or not they
smoked pot. "I’m pretty sure that when we
were thrown Larry broke my fall for me,"
Julius said. I asked him if it seemed like
he was lying there for a long time or not.
Julius replied," we must have been because
the blood around Larry’s nose had started
to clot."
There was some early rumor that Larry
might have tried to jump out during the
skid, but it happened in a matter of seconds so this was ruled out. Larry was
taken to the county hospital in Fresno and
after spending almost 11 days in a coma,
on Wednesday afternoon about 2 p.m.,
April 8, he died.
A poem by Langston Hughes "the militant"
"Let all those who eat the bread of shame
for I manor without complaining loud and
loud. . For honest work you proffer me
poor pay.
For honest dreams you spit in my face.
And SO rosy lite is clenched to strike your
fare."

.A..i2.1.ext,-1

"O.K., Johnny, I won’t ask you to do ’Welfare Cadillac’ . . . but I’d
certainly like to hear these ... !"

Thrust and Parry

Errors; Cuts; and Charges
’Get Facts Straight’
Editor:
This letter serves to clear up a few of the
misunderstandings presented in the Guest
Room article written by Councilman Bob
Willich in last week’s Spartan Daily.
Bob, I’m surprised at you. Usually a cautious and discerning person, you seemed to
throw caution to the wind as you compared
us to the Athletic Department’s allocation -you didn’t even get your facts straight.
We were not allocated $14,000. We were
allocated $2,700, with an underwrite of $10,300 (all of which, if spent, is repaid.) Our
allocation of $2,700 is far below the allocation
to the Athletic Department.
As to the point of an "additional allocation
of $1,000 for experimental use." If you’d have
looked at our budget, and come to the meeting when it was discussed, you would have
noticed that we placed all money for speakers,
entertainment and guests in the category
rather than separating the allocation into four
different sections, thus the $1,000.
Thirdly, Bob. with the stipulation from budget committee that we require a $10 fee from
all counselors, we probably will be returning
more money to the Associated Students than
we are being given as an underwrite.
May we remind you, Bob, as I have many
times before, we meet every week and you
are welcome to attend; I’ve come before
Council three times to answer questions; and
I’m around the Associated Students area
enough that you can speak to me about anything you want to know.
Bob, for a program which is so potentially
beneficial to new students at State, wouldn’t
It be a shame to make it a political football
on campus, while we’re attempting to take the
political bias out of it at camp?
Addle Inset, Director
Orientation Conference Committee

EOP Referendum
Editor:
The EOP students, who were previously defined as inadmissible to higher education programs and not "college mat..rial," have succeeded in doing better than the average middle-class whites, when given the chance. Unfortunately, our Governor has ignored this
finding and the need for improving conditions
with minority groups. Contrary to the Trustees’ request for $4.4 million, Reagan proposed

$2.8 million for funding EOP, thus skimping
on the necessary funds for continuing EOP
students.
According to James Edwards, AS. President, everything possible has been attempted
politically, but Reagan still has not put the
needed $1.6 million back on the budget. We
students, then, have no other alternative but
to combine efforts to support our Educational
Opportunity Program.
For every dollar that a student contributes,
the Federal Government will match it by $5.
James Edwards has stated, "Since the campus
is a microcosm of the society in general, a
move of this type will be a good indication of
the willingness of the campus as a community
to support these students on campus who are
less fortunate."
At election time, there will be a referendum
on the ballot that’ll enable students to voluntarily contribute to our Educational Opportunity Program. Yes, ler., band together and
show our spirit to the apathetic Governor,
fellow students!
Amy Rokamura
ASS #A05349

’Charges Dismaying’
Editor:
The very recent newspaper accounts of the
"charges" said about to be brought against
Dr. Stuart Baillie, Librarian, rather dismay
me!
My main reason for dismay is that as chairman of the disciplinary committee investigating whether these charges deserve hearing or
not, I can state flatly that to this point no
formal charges have even been handed to Dr.
Baillie, And if they are so handed to him, our
committee will then, depending on our judgment of "evidence," decide whether or not
Dr. Baillie should go before a disciplinary
hearing. Our investigative assignment, under
rules of Academic Council and Chancellorapproved procedures, will be to decide whether
the "charges" (allegations) deserve serious
inquiry.
You can be assured the committee of which
I am chairman, whose task is an investigative
one, will do its work thoroughly, dispassionately and calmly. In the meantime I think Dr.
Baillie deserves some praise for his refusal,
quite correctly, to make statements at this
time.
Whitaker T. Deininger, Chairman
Investigative Committee, Disciplinary Panel

FOUNDATION PRESIDENT
The GOP investigation has centered on
the justice’s $12,000 salary as Albert Parvin
Foundation’s president. The foundation
has received funds from some Las Vegas
casinos. Douglas resigned the position last
May.
Douglas also dissented from a court ruling that denied an appeal by publisher
Ralph Ginsberg from a lower court decision in a libel suit brought by Sen. Barry
Goldwater.
Before Douglas’ dissent which supported
Ginsberg, Douglas wrote an article for
Ginsberg’s Avant Garde magazine. Republican critics say Douglas should have disqualified himself from the case.
Apparently the topper to the Republican case against the Supreme Court justice
is his new book, Points of Rebellion, in
which he discusses revolution.
His controversial married life (four
marriages, three with considerably younger
women) also will be discussed.
But under the Constitution, the only
gro Is for impeachment and conviction
are "treason, bribery. and other high crimes
and misdemeanors."
SUPPOSED CRIMES
Presumably GOPers would try to bring
proceedings on the latter category. But
it seems the Republicans will have a long
way to go in defining the last category to
fit Douglas’ supposed crimes.
I don’t think the investigation committee will get anywhere. The Republican
charges are not against Douglas’ rulings
or "crimes," but rather for his crime of
being liberal.
The conservatives don’t like his obscenity and civil rights rulings, but they cannot
try him on those.
The Republicans are trying to make
political hay for themselves anti the embarrassed Nixon. The rationale being if
the Administration has to lose on Supreme
Court nominations, and two at that, they
might regain some confidence by rapping
the liberal Douglas. It won’t work.

Poetry

The Mamma
By FRANK SPASARO

Guest Room

YAF

’No SMC Sabotage’

By YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREEDOM
"YAF mu to sabotage the SMC march
Nor is YAF using a ’front group’ in
and rally? Hardly.
the form of ’Students for Peace in VietThe fact that a Young Americans for
nam." The leaflets handed out in the name
Freedom open forum and discussion took
of that organization came not front YAK
place at 11:30 yesterila). the same time
but from "Students for Peace in Vietnam,"
as an SMC rally, is an unfortunate coincia group with many chapters, includhut one
dence that YAF organizers repeatedly tried
at Stanford.
to avoid. YAF officers contacted the SMC
YAF organized the forum, "Students for
many times asking if and when a rally
Peace in Vietnam" agreed to co-si
would be held.
were assured that
sor it. The tsso speakers who were
not only was no rally definitely planned,
present were ..... from YAK but were the
hut any such anti -war actisity would take
founders of the original "Students for
place at 12:30, the usual SMC scheduled
Peace in Vietnam" at Stanford.
time. Accordingly, the YAF forum was
If SMC people hadn’t been so concerned
scheduled.
that vital information might be leaked to
We tried SMC, but we needed a little
YAF, like the time of the rally, they themcooperation from you.
selves could have avoided this "sabotage."

They

In
AI r’il:fit7;:ive to a few hours,
s to make the morrow.
Thome!
But the manatna may take years.
What I loin wanting for tomorrow
Is what I am lacking today.
Thig 1.14.
g I want freedom;
The pie(’ a 114.1. is delay.
Cri MI- !when our heritage;
My brown skin I won’t deny.
Destined to a cause of freedom.
For this, Insist I be denied?
The ethics of free press suffers:
The Daily states, how can this be?
Granted your columns of rhetoric,
Surely, must be free.
Free press, in a general sense,
Appears as beauty to me.
But the mistakes, it makes;
Enslaves me.

Second System Necessary?

California’s Universities
EDITOR’S NOTE: This i
last of tuo artistes based I or
tilt- recent Alumni Assoistitten
survey at the posibilitS
changing the 0:111.1% ..1
By EARL RE.tsON
Daily Staff Writer
There is considerable deoht
within the legislature as to the
purpose cif teu UllikTESity systems. Will a second unk cosily
system merely duplicate the Iii ?
Which system will has .2 the
greatest responsibility in the :tree
of research and development of
advanced
professional
degree
programs?
Before these questions ate answered, the designations -L’oiversity of . . ." and ". .
State
University" must be unlesdisid.
In most states the cleisnati tn
"...State University" is used far
land grant instittitiens while the
major Stale tethers:1y irseives
the title "University ot .
."
Ths University of Cal fornia,
state
however, is both the is i
university and a land .: ant institution.

In addition to these two types
of schools there are also teasherii colleges California has a
state univt usits system and the
ssite el ’liege s:N stem the equivalent of teachers’ colleges in such
states as Illinois and Wisconsin.
WISCONSIN’S WAY
The University of Wisconsin is
a land grant institution as well
as the major state university. The
state also has a system of teachers’ colleges. All the Wisconsin
legislature did was change the
name of the teachers’ solleges
to "Wiscensin State University
at . . ." The function of the institutions has not changed, only
the name
In California the same thing
can be done. The four schools
that already qualify for a name
change t Long Beach, San Francisco, San Diego and San Josei
may do so, and the remaining 15
can change once they have met
the proper requirements. In the
near future. all 19 state college
campuses will qualify to he universities. At the present rate of

Flying 20 Club Offers
Third Annual Airlift
Students will be :doe 1,, get a
bird’s eye view of Sitio.,

Clara

Valley Saturday and Sunday as
the

SJS

Flying

Twenty

club

sponsors its third annual airlift
at the Aeronautics Dept. on Coleman Avenue, next to Municipal

1

Airport.
For two cents a pound, a person can tour the valley in one of
Flying Twenty’s latest production
prop aircraft. A 110-peund coed
would pay $2.20 to explore the
SJS campus from a few thousand
feet.
The purpose of the airlift is to
raise money to fund the SJS Airmeet ’ream. The team will travel
to the National Intercollegiate
Championship meet in May.
Flying Twenty Ince official
name of the organization, originated in 1939. The twenty students who started the club desired to teach and promote an
interest in flying. The club holds
business meetings and training
meetings each month.
The Flying Twenty has been
extremely successful in its four
years of competition in the national meet.
In 1966, the club won the University of Colorado sponsored National Intercollegiate Airmeet,
the first time a California school
was represented at the meet. The
club was also awarded the American Airline Flying Safety trophy
for demonstrating the highest
safety standards.
The airlift will he held at the

Aeronautics Dept. in addition to
an open house during the airlift’s
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. hours.
Approximately $1 in
worth of aircraft will be on
display, including: an operating
jet engine running in a test cell,
a 8-25, several vintage byplanes,
experimentals, helicopters and
gliders.
Last year, the club lifted 126,000 pounds of spectators.

growth change is ins:eat:Vs,.
If this is done, the University
of California aill remein the major state university; and land
grant institution. However. the
state colleges will be promoted to
the status of Universities, and
will still be teachers’ colleges.
Although research has been expanding among the state colleges,
it is not the purely theoretical
research that is done by the
University of California. Rather,
research done at the state college level is merely an adjunct
to the teaching mission.
SJS RESEARCH
At SJS each research project
sum oils an avernee of BY, s111 dents, most of whom intend to
continue their studies. Undergraduate students also benefit
from this research, which is frequently translated into classroom
teaching.
Presently, SJS conducts more
training institutes under the National Science Foundation. National Institutes of Health, and
the U.S. Office of Education than
any other state college.
The unique feature of most of
these training institutes is that
they offer additional preparation
to teachers while, at the same
time, training institute members
to return to their school dist riiits
to lead in-service training programs.
The California State Colleges
will continue to press for the
name change through the Legislature with the support of the
Board of Trustees and the Coordinating Council for Higher
Education.
Whatever the reasons, poltical or personal, the name change
has been consitently denied in
the Legislature over the past
years. It is hopeful that the logic
of the name change will prevail.

UP AND A-WEIGHThe

Flying Twenty’s third annual
airlift, scheduled for this Saturday and Sunday, will feature two
cents per pound airplane rides and a display of over $1 million
worth of aircraft. This Ford Tr -Motor will be one of the planes
exhibited. Both the airlift and the disolay will be held at the
aeronautics center on Coleman Avenue next to San Jose Municipal Airport, and will be open both days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Progressive School Director Says
Most Children Enjoy Mediocrity
Children are most comfortable
being "happy mediocre," according to the director of "progressive" Peninsula School in Menlo
Park.
"Talented kids learn not to reveal too much of self. or an adult
who is hungry (for a protege
will latch onto them," commented
Barney Young speaking on "The
New Schools and What They’re
All About" last Tuesday.
Young, presiding over a seminar sponsored by the Experimental College, said new forms
of education try to remove this
fear.
Peninsula School, cooperative
and parent -owned, has been operating since 1925, according to
Young who said that today "more
and more people are looking for
alternatives in education."
Young said that the new
schools, "child -centered and progressive," view the child as a
human being and allow him tit
express his own individual needs
and creativity, rather than seeing the child as "raw material
to be molded into desirable societal forms."
Academically, children ft OM
Peninsula School rate well L.
children formally Called te.1 cs en
though they spend only half :is
much time on academies, ;metalline to Young.
Young added that new school
education was "for" rather than
"against"
Young. The formality and protocal governing most

the

am Soft
CeoDrinks Sent
Off Campus.2

News Review

Survival Faire will place large
posters ladsn with coupons of
various sorts on all campus and
dormitory can soft drink machines tomorrow and Monday,
John Hansen, spokesman for the
group announced yesterday.
The coupons, Hansen said, will
enable students to express their
support of various campus ecological projects. one of which is
the campaign to replace SJS can
soft drink machines with machines using returnable bottles.
The coupons will parody an old
Coca-Cola ad. "I want to drink
according
0 sea -Cola in bet tles,’
to Ilansen.
"We urge all students to fill
out the coupons as visible proof
of their support. We are especially concerned about the vending
machine issue becalste William
Felse of the Student Affairs Business Office told us he might go
along with the plan if significant
student support was shown."
liansen said.
"We’ll do all we can to help."
nese commented in a telephone
interview yesterday. "But, as I
told Survival Faire, bottles are
sort of passe, even returnable
nettles. Students won’t return
them.
"Besides. I think students prefer vans. For their money they
get more liquid," he added.
When asked if he thought the
plan to replace can soft drink
machines with returnable bottle
machines was feasible he replied,
"I don’t know right new whether
it’s feasible or not, Soft drink
companies are getting away from
using returnable bottles."
Well -marked receptacles will
he distributed by Survival Faire
these:hold the campus for students to deposit their coupons.

schools are done away with. The
child plans his own program and
is allowed to extensively involve
himself in projects of his own
choosing.
Many of the new schools are
cooperative, private and free.
As interest has grown in alternate forms of education in the
past few years, organizations
like the New Schools Exchange
have been formed to cover the
scope of innovation now under- {
way.
Among the schools listed in the
exchange is the Studio Watts.,
Workshop, which arranges apprenticeships with skilled craftsmen. Some schools use store front ,
workshops. Others are schools

without walls which channel students into local apprenticeships
in their interest area. Still other schools describe themselves as
having no point of view and no
formal curriculum.
The new schools arc not confined to the private school arena
however, experiments are being
made in public schsol systems in
Portland, Danville, Calif., and
Cambridge. Mass.
-

DISCOUNT
for Students
and Faculty

Astronauts’ Perilous Return

iqN

Astacwiated Press

Compiled fr
Apollo 13’s astronauts nursed
thstr disabled spaceship back
toward earth today as confidence
built among space officials that
they would make it.
The astronauts successfully
made a mid-course correction
which put them back on eseirse
after they were found yesterday
to be on a course which would
cease them to miss the earth
by 104 miles.
But the dangers remained clear.
The men have no margin for error or further malfunctions.
They are living and flying on
emergency supplies.
James A. Lovell Jr., Fred W.
liaise Jr. and John L. Swigert
Jr. were hoarding their vital
oxygen, water and power supplies
effectively as Apollo 13 escaped
from lunar gravity and sped into
the earth’s sphere of influence at
at a point 219,000 miles in space.
The spacecraft was going 2,650
miles an hour.
The astronauts rested and did
little activity as they conserved
their consumables. They were in
good spirits after the tense hours
of Monday and Tuesday. An oxygen tank rupture late Monday
aborted their moon landing plans
and placed them in the gravest
danger ever faced by American
astronauts.
CONFIDENCE BUILDING
Although confidence was building that they would land safely
in the Pacific’, officials cautioned
there is always a possibility
something could go wrong in the
remaining two days. The astronauts have been reduced to dependence on the power and other
resources of the attached lunar
landing craft.

On the performance or the
lunar module, flight director Eugene Kranz said, "I think the LM
spacecraft is in excellent shape,
and I think it’s fully capable of
getting the crew back. I feel
we are much better off than we
were last night as far as consaunables and everything is concerned. We have a better margin
to work with and we have more
flexibility."
The astronauts will ride the
command ship through the atmosphere to u planned splashdown near Samoa in the Pacific
at 1:04 pan EST Friday, some 46
minutes later than earlier esthnated by the space agency.
Because of the possibility that
Tropical Storm Helen, now about
500 miles away, might be in the
recovery area, Mission Control
told the astronauts it might delay
a final course ocrrection until
Thursday afternoon.
REST ADJUSTMENT
This would give them a chance
to make the best possible adjustment in aim and, doing it only
once, conserve power.
The command vessel normally
relies on power and oxygen from
the attached service module. But
these were made useless in the ,
accident. For re-entry, the astronatus will switch on a battery
and auxiliary oxygen system, the ,
standard procedure on all Apollo I
missions. But this time there
will be no chance to recharge the
batteries from the service module’s systems, since they are,
dead.
First, they will jettison the
lunar and service modules, both ,
of which will burn up in the
atmosphere.

,
Inertainment and
beer elil
,.’r’ed to SJS stuto the Checkmate
dents wee
Club, 1601 I s Road, East Palo
flick EOP sponAlto, for ti
sored "Cones. Night" from 9
until 2 a.m. tees,es
Adniission is $1.50, half of which
goes to Black EOP. Three free
draft beers are offered to all
iyli , are or age, and, if enough
I
le etime, a. dance contest
with a Si.’ first prize will be held.
nt to stress that this is
not primarily a Black function,"
fetid
Wayne
Collins,
College
Night coordinator. "We want
Chicanos, Whites, everyone we
can get in there."
College night is a weekly function to raise funds for Black
FOP.

Abortion Film
Slated at WVC
A nationally televised film on
"Abortion and the Law," discussed by students during February’s Survival Faire, will be
shown tonight at 8 on the Saratoga campus of West Valley
College. Admission is free.
A moderator will discuss the
Columbia Broadcasting System
film, according to Mrs. Ralph
Btuinsslet, member of the American Association of University
Women.
The Saratoga campus is located
at 14000 Fruitvale Ave. The film
will be shown in Room 10 of the
Engineering Building.

"There is not a class at this
college that can’t relate to the
survival of human beings," stated
John Hansen, member of the
Humanities 160 class that is trying to turn SJS into a Survival
College.
The biggest problem facing the
organizers of this movement is
trying to get through to professors on how their own classes
can relate to survival.
"We must show them that our
society has pushed itself out of
the bounds of the eco-systems,"
explained Pete Ellis, coordinator
of Survival Faire, and proponent
of the Survival College plan. "In
order to restore this planet to
a state of ecological sanity," he
continued, "it will take planning,
balance, and recycling."
In order to accomplish this, a
concerted effort is required on
the part of all members of the
academic community, according
to Ellis. "A change in behavioral
patterns can only come about
but it has
through education
to be a complete commitment to
the cause," he said.
A complete educational commitment is what planners of Survival College are pushing for with
their projected April ’22 Teach -in
in conjunction with Earth Day.
Planners stress the fact that
they are not asking that professors "teach ecology," but rather
that classes he made to "relate"
to survival.
Acting President Hobert Burns,
commenting on April 22 teach -in
plans said, "It is proper and ap-
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If the storm dictates a shift of
the landing site, this might add
a few minutes to the flg,iht.
"If I can get on that aircraft
carrier. I don’t care how long
it takes," Heise radioed.
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Feminine Hygienic Deodorant
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course material. In the interest
of academic freedom, each professor must decide for himself
what is right."
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We have a free recipe for Spanada
punch. All you heavy drinkers get together
e r and get a 10% discount on a
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Taco’s that trip-out.
4th and S. James
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As Apollo 13 streaked closer
to earth, Mission Control spent
more than an hour today radioing up instructions for setting
hundreds of switches in the cornmend ship, placing them in the
proper order for re-entry and
landing.

There are problems -like
vaginal odor. At least it
was a problem until

(with this ad)

10% OFF

RADIOACTIVE
To prevent escape of the radioactive material, the canister was
designed to survive a blazing dive
through the atmosphere. It is
expected to sink in the Pacific.
Even if plutonium should be
exposed, the dose is so small it
would not hams life, officials
reported.

propriate that conceened faculty
members take this opportunity to
demonstrate their concern if they
feel it is relevant. However, the I
professors must decide for them- I
selves if they can, in all good I
conscience, relate ecology to their

Gallo

,.

One part of the lunar vehicle
is not expected to burn up. It is
a canister carrying a small
amount of radioactive plutonium
238, which would have been used
to power a science station Lovell
and liaise had planned to leave
on the moon.

Faire Planners Push
For Survival College

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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SJS Tracksters
Face Tough Test

Intramurals
Fraternity

league

fast

pitch

softball starts today with three
games scheduled at south campus, beginning at 3:45 p.m.
AT() meets Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Chi takes on Sigma Nu
in today’s
and SAE battles
games. Theta Chi draws the
opening round bye.
Slow pitch softball begins on
Monday. April 20. Independent
fast pitch teams will also see
within on Mitnday.
With softball now underwaN
only four more sitorts remain on
the intramural sports calendar
for the remainder of the term
Entry forms will ne due
(toed volleyball (doubles:.
April aa: golf. April 30: gymnet
M 0.- 7 and track. 51 iss

By LANE WALLACE
Daily sports Writer
The invitational

Dsp

held in

4

ea

in Saturday’s home meet against
the Southern Calfiornia Striders.
The most competitive event of
the day will probably be the pole
vault, which features five 17-foot
vaulters. Sam Caruthers will
have his strongest competition of
the outdoor season in Olympic
gold medalist Bob Seagren and
world record holder John Pennel.

SPARTAN NET STARNumber one nglos m ’it Chuck White
returns ball on way to win over Cal’s Bob Alleo. White and SJS
teammates face PCAA foes UC Santa Barbara and Fresno
State this weekend on the Spartan courts.

Berkeley
April 19
ROCK & ROLL
REVIVAL

Berkeley
April 25
IKE &

TINA TURNER

Berkeley
May 3
JOHNNY CASH
Oakland Colosseum
May 8
JACQUES BREL
Bimbo’s
SLY AND THE
FAMILY STONE
Oakland Colosseum
May 10

Spartan Neiters Face
Final PCAA Tests
By MIKE DUGGAN
Dully Sports Writer
SJS’ tinnis squad faces anc
er important weekend of :ea Cal
by winding up its abbre.ialea
Pacific Coast Athletic Associat
dual match schedule.
With only five league matches
s,theduled, the Spartans mtp.I win
twice this weekend in hots,
1...aa
runner
front
i’:itching
1 atach State. 5.15 presently stands
2-1 in kaatua play :alter
to the ries,.
a tough 5-4 di cal
last week in Lana Bedell.
I’[,
Tontorts!w it 1 !In

HAIR
Orpheum Theatre
ACT
at

Marines Memorial
Theatre
Geary Theatre
On Sale:
Sae Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village
246-1160
Open Mon. Aro Fri.
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

meets

several SJS athletes will get a
taste of world class competition

FRANK ZAPPA
AND THE HOT RATS

PETER, PAUL & MARY

track

May and June usually

present the highest level of competition for the athletes, but
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JEWELERS

Other outstanding Spartan athletes who will face world class
competition include high hurdlers
George Carty and Caruthers, intertnediate hurdlers Carty and
Len Gaskill, long jumper Marion
Anderson, and quarter miler
Elmo Dees.
Carty, who has a best time of
13.5. will compete against six
other fine hurdlers in Tommy Lee
White (13.5i, Gary Power 113.51,
and Paul Kerry (13.7) of the
Striders, Pat Pomphrey (13.41
and Larry Livers 113.71 of the
Athens Club, and Caruthers
113.9),

Orders to go

4

has shown consistency in keeping
his times in the 13.9-14 1 range.
Gaskill. the 1969 national junior
college champion in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles, will get the
toughest test of his career. The
Striders will bring two of the
world’s best in Geoff Vanderstock and Ron Whitney, both
1968 Olympians. Vanderstock is
the American record holder with
a 400 meter time of 48.33. Whitney
has a meter time of 49.1, while
Gaskill’s best time is 52.2. Carty,
who may also enter the event,
won against Cal this year with
a 52.5. Lee Evans, who has competed unattached in the intermediates for the past two weeks,
will be in Long Beach for the
Long Beach Invitational.

AAA

’1441

440,74

a’a
;,,

’
A

ast

JUMPING WELL
Phil Shinnick, who has a long
jump of 27-4, will go against
Anderson of SJS and Darrell
Horn of Athens, who both have
gone over 26 feet. Anderson’s
best jump of this season is a
wind -aided 25-10 against Pacific
Coast Club April 4. He won
against Athens with a windy
25-6% .
Anderson has been jumping
well in the last month after
losing in early season meets
against Stanford and Cal.
Quarter miler Len Van Hofwegen of the Striders will be a
difficult opponent for Dees. Van
Hofwegen, a member of UCLA’s
American record mile relay team
in 1969. has a 46 1 time this year.
while Dee’s best is a 46.6 relay
leg.
"Van Hofwegen’s a strong run-

BEATEN ONCE
It will be the toughest field
of the season for Carty, who has
been beaten once this year in
the highs. Carty’s best time of
the season is 13.5. He also ran a
wind-aided 13.8 in beating Caruthers. Livers, and Pomphrey in
last Saturday’s meet with the
Athens Club.

Ad,

r
:ei Len Gas’’ ;
FACE fES1’S-5JS In
will face a tough ti
S.10.7Jay whcn hr meets two of the. ..orld’s
:k and Ron Whitney, both of the Southern
best, Geoff \land
California Siridec ’Hs were members of the 1968 U.S. Olym17.7.k is a former world lecord holder.
pic team and Vi
.1:o have his work cut out in the highs,
George Carty (b,
hcr top carber competitors, including
where he
mi.
Pat Pcmohroy (1 4, femmy Lee White (13.5) and Gary Power
(13.6). Cart,..’i: life best is 13.5.

ner, so I can’t let him get away
from me at the 220." says Dees,

Caruthers, the only man to
beat Carty this season, finished
second to Carty against Athens,

who wants to get below 47.0 this

fp
Vasa

week.

Sving Games Slated;
Booter Outlook Good
dication points toward another
banner year for SJS soccer fortunes.
The Spartans boast some top
returnees from last season’s
"fifth place" NCAA squad (SJS
missed by one game of qualifying
as one of the final four teamsi,
in addition to some highly regarded jaycee transfers and
strong candidates from the 1969
JV team.

By KEN LUTHY
Daily Sports Editor
Top caliber soccer "returns" to
SJS next week with spring games
scheduled against Stanford, Monday.

and

the

Spartan

alumni

Saturday, April 25, but SJS coach
Julie Menendez may be wondering if his hooters will be facing
a world class contingent or just
a bunch of old former players in
the alumni encounter
The annual alumni game, a
week from Saturday, highlights
spring workouts for the Spartan
soccermen, and the game promises to be a real test of SJS’ 1970
team strength.
Not only are there seven former SJS All-Americans gracing
the alumni roster, but as an
added touch, the alums loom as
a strong unit and are on their
way to gaining a spot in the State
Amateur Cup playoffs.

.+

RETURNEES
Leading returnees are two-time
All-American Mani Hernandez.
Robin Parker, Joe Pimentel, Jim
Al Rodrigues, Andre
St. (’lair,
Marechal, Frank Pinto, Vic Koliczew and Bert Baldaccini.
Those nine, along with newcomer Rigo Bolanos ICCSF) and
Jim Farthing, up from the JVs,
are tentative starters for next
week’s Stanford and
alumni
games. Wayne Satmary will replace the injured Parker in the
nets.
Top prospects off the JVs include Gary Alb, Brice Soriano,
Carlos Marcel, Henry Carvalho,
Jim Farthing and Gary Odell.
Additionally, Jim Grove (CSM
and :Witty High goalie Mike
Fanelli, the latter scheduled to
enroll this fall, should provide
additional strength for the Spartans.
-

ALUMNI MEET
The Spartans will meet the
alumni at 6 and 8 p.m. April 25
and face Stanford next Monday
at the same times. SJS also visits
the Indians for a game a week
from today.
Meanwhile, spring workouts
continue to please coach Menendez. "We’re further along than
last year," he observed. Every in- -

"MAI-3H’ IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR 1r
COMEDY SINCE
SOUND CAME
a

30
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Horsehiders Regroup
S.’S’ hasel,all team now knows
how the Atlanta Braves feel
unfortunately.
A la the Braves, who blew an
eight -run second inning lead to
the San Francisco (limits a nd
wound up on the short end of a
long 15-11 setback. SJS S9W II
10-run fourth-inniti.
urate.
a ms ’run’s’
th e
and blew a 11-10

TRAVELI.ING

710 DEL MONTE CENTER
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The Spartans will laaa their
hands full Friday and Sala: tay
travelling to meet league-lc:alias:
Cal State at Los Angeles far
trio of contests. The Dada,:
jumped into the lead by taking
three straight at the hand; al
LTC Santa Barbara last week, 3-2,
4-3 and 4-1.
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Art Cleaners

ab

WESTGATE
SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE
PHONE 3794061

had presented it 5’ Iii (’i_ht runs in the
sr,sstri.

SJS now stands :11 19-10 for the
campaign and will attempt to regroup before getting back into
Pacific Coast Athletic Associathin competition this weekend.
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MASH
The Burger

72 SO. FIRST ST,
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AntimilietWar Demons wion Peaceful in SPT4

Daly photos by
Bill Kernberg
Chuck Shawver
Don Philby

sv

Ct

. . . But Violence Erupts at UC Berkeley
Compiled from Associated Press
Anti -war protesters demonstrated throughout the state
yesterday with peaceful marches
in San Francisco, San Diego and
at Stanford University, but a
march at the University of California at Berkeley erupted in
violence.
About 1,000 demonstrators attended a rally in Berkeley across
Oxford Street from University
Hall and listened to several antiwar speakers.
The group then moved on the
schools’ ROTC center, Callaghan
Hall, and began hurling rocks
and water-filled balloons at the
building.
A force of 40 campus police
moved on the demonstrators with
smoke bombs and tear gas grenades. Police and militants scuffled in the trees and bushes along
Strawberry Creek flanking the
center, as several demonstrators
were clubbed and police were
pelted heavily with stones and
debris during the 10 minute confrontation,
The demonstrators then dispersed with about 400 regrouping and marching on California
Hall, the office of Chancellor
Roger W. Heyns, and other campus administrators.
The marchers began throwing
rocks and smashed several windows while chanting, "Smash
Rolm,. We want Heyns."
Ten police arrived on the scene
and were again bombarded wit h
rocks before tear gas grenade,
broke up the demonstrators.

police once again responded with
tear gas and were able to escape
out a rear entrance.
The demonstrators finally resorted to marching down the city
streets, breaking windows along
Telegraph Avenue.
City police and sheriff’s deputies arrived to reinforce the outnumbered campus police arid the
demonstrators returned to the
Student Union building on the
campus.
A television news cameraman,
Lew Calderon, covering the disturbance for EGO-TV of San
Francisco, received cuts on his
face when a rock thrown by the
demonstrators hit him in his gas
mask and shattered the face
plate.

would endeavor to present the
collection to President Nixon as
a protest against the war. A
crowd of 300 witnessed the protest,

San Francisco

An estimated 3.000 marchers,1
shouting "Peace Now!" and waving placards and Viet Cong flags,
marched down Broadway in San
Diego yesterday, protesting the
use of tax money for support of
the war in Vietnam.
The march, which began with
1,000 demons t rid ors and grew
steadily, was called by the Citizens Mobilization Committee as
part of the day’s anti -war moratorium.
San Diego Police Chief 0. J.
Rood reported that the mareh

Forty-three young men, who
said they were veterans rsf the
Korean or Vietnam wars, deposited 140 decorations on a flagdraped casket in front of the
Federal Building in San Francisco yesterday.
They said the decorations ranged from good conduct ribbons to
a Distinguished Service Cross.
Congressman George Brown, a
candidate for the Democratic
senatorial nomination, said ho

Stanford
Some 8,000 persons turned out
at Stanford yesterday for a dawn
rally protesting the war in Vietnam.
However, more than half of the
demonstrators left by the time
Reps. George Brown and John
Tunney, rivals for the Democratic
senatorial nomination, took the
platform to speak.
Brown called on voters to treat
the June 2 primary as a referendum on the war and told the
crowd, "Enjoy the trouble you’re
enjoy giving Ronald
making .

If you con get behind the best
in local live entertainment 6
nights a week and you can afford a 50c cover charge and you
are over 21 come to the . . .

About 300 of the demonstrator,:
regrouped and drove a half dozen
campus police into Wheeler Hall
with more rock throwing. Tla,

San Diego
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CAR INSURANCE
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Placement GUARANTEED regardless of driving record.
Payment Plans to fit YOUR budget.
No Additional liability charge for SPORTS CARS.
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE required.
Licensed by the State of California Dept. of Insurance.

408 289-8681

EUROPE

Bascom and Moorpark

stretched four blocks. A peace
rally in Balboa Park ended the
parade.
A similar demonstration at the
first moratorium Nov. 15 drew ,
about 5,1 NN) partieipan.k.

41GIIT

COLLEGE STI.1)1-:\T INS( 1NCE SERVICE

TRIP OUT . .
f230-$2181 r.f. from West Coast
t -n N.Y. High+.
Available
L the Oren’
within Europe
16S-8625.
For intermit,E.S.E.P.
101 Woodside Rd, Redwood City
SJSC rrlr,13R,

Reagan hell whenever he shows
up here."
Tunney said "The Vietnam war
must end now . . . before the
epidemic of death spreads to all
southeast Asia."

CINEMA BURBANK a 295-7233

.104 South 3rd Si., San Jose, Calif.
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Spartaguide

TODAV through April it
Spartaeamp registration. 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Seventh Street. Only
275 tickets available at $12.50
each. Meals, transportation and
hxiging included to the Santa
Cruz mountain camp. May 1, 2,
and 3.
TODAY
Speaker, 10:30 a.m., CU. Umunhum Room. Bernardo GarciaPandavenes will lecture on Aztec-Maya literature.
Anthropology Club, 12:30 p.m.,
C.C. Costanoan Room. Field trip
to be planned.
Debate, 12:30 p.m., Morris Dailey. United Front Against War
Related Recruiting and representatives of war related recruiting corporations.
Radical Audio-Visual Esprit,ment (RAVE), 3:30 and 7 p.m.,
Morris Dailey. "Grapes of Wrath"
movie. Fifty cents donation.
Oceupational Therapy (0.T.)
Club, 5 to 7 p.m., 1113 301. Potluck dinner with signup sheets
there. Guest speakers.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., Ed. 238.
Special meeting to hear progress
reports.
Ind 11.1 ri:t 1 91,inAgement Sociel’teifien Room.
,
ty,
Young Driiiisrats, 7 p.m., Stu’
,; diers A forum
dent
Assem.
of candi I
be
-Hi., i.
bly Dist:
served. Ail intoriatoki people invited,
Pottery Guild, 7:15 p.m., C.U.
Costanoan Room.
Angel Flight, 7:30 p.m., MH
Third floor Orderly Rm. Pledges
should meet at 7 p.m.. members
at 7:31").
Financial Management Atosiebttion, 7:30 p.m., FlItim’s Restaurant, Town & Country Village.
Charles Vincent, asst. regional
manager of the General Accounting office to speak,
Filipino-American Students Assoidation (t’AsA), 7:30 p.m., CH
277. Free Filipino films to be
shown.

-.00000000000600:000.641
TRAVEL BY
CHARTER JET
FROM OAKLAND

!tree-rex-the Asian-American Coalition IPAAVI, 7:30 pm, Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St. Full
agenda 7:30 p.m., Chi Alpha, 784
Nevin Wy. Apt 4 5. Call 287-6046
or 274-3018 for transportation.
Christlim 5.h-nce Organization,
7:30 p.m_ Memorial Chapel. All
Christian Scientists and other interested students are invited.
Sah’ill Club, 8 p.m., C.U. Pacifica Room.
TOMORROW
Zero Population Growth (ZPG)
12:30 p.m., C.U. Umunhum Room.
Abortion initiative, block party,
and newsletter to be discussed.
Fillpino-American Students Association (FASA), 2 to 5 p.m.,
C.U. Loma Prieta Room. Roman
Gabriel, Los Angeles Rams quarterback, will speak.
Organization of Latin-American Students, 3:30 p.m., C.U.
Montalvo Room.
Friday Flicks, 7 and 10 p.m.,
Morris Dailey. "Alt le." Admission 50 cents.
Women’s Liberation. 7 p.m.,
C.C. Calaveras Room.
ExC: Seminar on Buddhism,
7:30 p.m., 1098 Chapman Ave.,
San .lose. Bishop Nippo Syakti
will rap on the history of Zen
development. For more information, call 296-1298.
Intercultural Steering Committee, 8:30 p.m., Intercultural Center, 292 S. Ninth St. Party with
music, dancing, and refreshments.
All students invited.
SATURDAY
Moulder Hall Residence, 6, 8,
and 10:30 p.m., JC 141. "The Boston Strangler" with Tony Curtis,
Henry Fonda, and George Kennedy. Fifty cents donation.
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
flying 90s, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
((IS Aeronautics Dept., SJ Airport. Free aero dept. open house
with over a million dollars’ worth
of aircraft on display. Two cents
a pound airplane rides.
Hillel Foundation, 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., Jewish Students Center,
47 S. Fifth St. Work party to
clean the Center for Passover
Seder. All help appreciated.

Counselors Seek
Transfer Students
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Counselors from several junior
colleges will be on campus during
the month of April to find out if
the instructional and personnel
services at their college were effective in preparing students for
senior colleges.
Members of the counseling
staff from Santa Rosa Junior
College will be on campus Tues;Hy. April 21, to interview form.. .tialents who are now attending SJS in Barracks 9 between
10 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Counselors from Mount San
Antonio College will be on CAMPUS Thursday, April 23, at Barracks 9 between 2 and 3:30 p.m.

IF COLLEGE IS GETTING

YOU DOWN
NI A YBE Kennedy’s CAN HELP
Rent a typewriter, adding machine, or whatever at
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
or ask about our Rent-to-Own Plan
Try cur

/

service - available
fqr student

BUSINESS

believe

winning

a

read? Well, Mike Conley, a junior
journalism

major,

is

now con-

fronted with that problem.
It really can’t be much of

hard cash. Conley says, "it should
come in pretty handy."
Mike received the award from
the Minneapolis Star, which has
notified the SJS department of

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
Mike now lives in San Jose
while in school. During the sumYOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:30.
mer he lives in Manteca. He 9:30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Wei, SJ, 286once lived in Duluth, Minn., 5487. Sri E. Alexandrou.
which is about 100 miles from NON --PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
students and licensed pilots. Four airMinneapolis.
membership fees & monthly
Mike won the award for "out- craft, low flight instructors avail. 722dues. Cert,
standing academic performance." 6160,
He holds an accumulative grade BELLYDANCING - Learn this ancient
point average of 3.3.
art. Classes forming now. Call Zarifa
799158.
ALFIE Friday. April 17, Morris Dailey. 7
r". 50c.
LOVING YOUR ANIMAL FRIENDS doe’.
eating ttiern.
o’
your grr,,,
EXPLORE EUROPE 11
err .icped Ford
tr I.
r
Cr,,ser kr as low as $5 a day. Conte,.
I Reps’ Gary or Jeff 287-2410.

Jonah’s Wail
Will Screen
’War Game

The controversial film. "The
War Game," will be shown at
Johah’s Wail, 10th and San Carlos Streets, Friday at 8, 9 and
11:30 p.m.
This film is an attempt., based ,
on information supplied by eNperts in nuclear defense, economics and medicine, to show What
would happen to Britain in lb’
event of a nuclear attack. Th..
film’s mood is panic; it’s indisputable message - - that there is
no way to "prepare for" nuclear
war, there is no choice but to
"prepare against" it.
Produced for the British Broadcasting Company, the film shows
the chaos, disease and starvation
resulting from the nuclear blast,
according to the Rev. Roy Hoch,
Lutheran Campus minister.
"It’s a very shocking film;
everyone ought to see it," he
concluded.

Boy Scouts Need
Tour Travelers
Interested in taking a vacation
to Japan to see the Expo ’70 this
summer? Well

if you are this

may be the opportunity that you
are looking for. The Boy Scouts
are chartering a plane to Tokyo
and they need 100 more passengers to fill the plane.
The group will leave from Oakland International Airport on a
Trans -International DC-8 Jet on
July 25. Complimentary meals
and hekerages will he served during the flight, which will take
approximately 13 hours.
Once in Tokyo you will he
completely independent to travel
for three weeks, however, lodging
Is available if interested. The
plane will return to Oakland on
August 16. The cost of the round
trip will be &350.
More information can he obtained by writing Dr. Hugh Upton, 1065 Muir Way, Los Altos.

Filipino Films

until you try
Red Born’s combination of a

64
with this ad
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SPECIAL DISCOUNT
PACIILT9
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just pres,t yoiir staff or ASB nerd

MOVIE & STILL
* Cameras
* Supplies
* Projectors * Equipment
DEVELOPING - PRINTING

Cern jo<se
Certnepa Chop
245 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt end Courteous Servic

25th Assembly District. The
Young Democrats will endorse
one of the candidates at this
time. The seven candidates for
the 25th District are Les Francis,
Ernest Aberia, William Deal,
Murray Heinrig, Al Cervantes,
Gary Vassar, and Allister Mc-

Allister.
Reggie Toran, president of the
Young Democrats, said Sam Yor-

ty’s bid to have the Yuan); Democrats support, and sponsorship tor
a San Jose speaking engagement,
was turned down. This preceeded
the announcement that the Young
Democrats were endorsing Unruh for the gubernatorial post.
Representatives from various
campaigns, and other Democratic
representatives, will attend tonight’s forum.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Journalism and Advertising.

The films are "Ramon: Boy of
Luzon," "Aug Bayan Kong Filipinas." and "Mahuhay."

French Fries and
Coke." Orange, or Root Beer

Cljile Lawrence, assistant professor of advertising and chairman of the scholarship committee
said that the scholarship is based
standing
candidate’s
on
the
among fellow journalism and advertising majors.

le3mociats,
Ttic SJi-;
fresh from endorsing Assemblyman Jess Unruh for governor in
the forthcoming primary election,
will hold a panel discussion and
coffee hour tonight at 7 in the
AS. Council chambers on the
third level of the College Union.
The meeting will be quite significant to those nominees running
on the Democratic ticket for the

a

problem, since the award is $400

You’re missing a great meal
BIG BARNEY

-

you

Throe Filipino Films, all in
English, will be shown free tonight, in CH 277, as part of
Filipino cultural week.

3

.

Can

scholarship you never applied for
from a newspaper you never

MACHINES

170 South Second St
286.2610

qrganizatjqns

Junior Journalism Major YDs Endorse Unruh; Will Hold Discussion
Earns Newspaper Award

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants. Navy Pea Coats,
Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
Hats, Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store. 375 E. Madding between 8th & 9th St. 293-4651.
SPEAKERS - KLH 17. Price: $110. Call
after 9 p.m. 294-4185.
FOLK GUITAR, ARIA w/case sacrifice
$75. 295-0684.
FOR SALE - lace Wedding Dress Veil, never worn - size 11-12, must be
53’ or under. 295-4464 except Wed..

,a -pet, 545 Sc,. 9t6
I BDRM. h.rn w
St. or call 294-5744.
CABIN, Hip girl wanted to share cabin
near Saratoga. Garin - 867-1721.
GIRL WANTED to share spacious 2
bdrrn. apartment with 3 others. $47.50
nth. CI I 2E6.1799
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share a mod..
ampus. May move
..
a
2+6 2859 293-3665.
1
needed
Ra.--"mate
GIRLS!
ATTENTION
: P.1. home w/3
to share
Cern7
from
.
-Cris - u,

FEM. ROOMMATE WANTED - Fall
WHEEL COMPENSATOR. rev.i
from
:
’ t;nrso, idea for dune campus. \A’
dyroom.
I
.e mod. $9.95 -I- tar. SOS/in. 2O-,,
’X
,
k
, ,
-gary invited
i.ailable.
Lar 1"
A COUPLE OF GUITARS - A classi. Summer re.. I a. .
11th.
5.
and a fine Stella
a.o a011. Vt’ I accomGIRLS:-Hou-e;
i re. Call 353-2270.
modate groups of 4, 6, and 7. Inquire at
DID YOU KNOW ’here is a shop called 406 Sc. 11th.
E canc r s biSCOUNT FASHIONS in
blk to campus.
(21
AUTOMOTIVE
ss. where 55.1, can buy rew and I BDRM. furn. apt. 1
high quality’ ch,thes for women Avail. 5-1-70. 297.3788.
I ch’’dren at low, low prices? (sizes I MALE roommate needed to share fan.
VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
2.0/2). We have Magnin s. Lanz apt. with 2 others. 37 So. 91h I 611. from
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will 3
VW.
wrecked
or
Catalinas, Bobbie Brooks, Italian State. $35/mo. Call 294.6684 after 5.
down
broken
Jar
buy your
- For 1/4 of the original
l"
tierLert, 82 Goodyear, SI 292-3768.
Ave., Los Gatos
11’ ’ -s
.
LOST AND FOUND 161 .
TR-4, ’64, Fantastic coro
Hill Rd. and Lark
E
$1’
overhand
recently
...
7 p.m. daily & Sun.
SLIDE RULE FOUND BY LIBRARY. P.
- /566314.
turned upon identification and paymer ’53 CHtVY PANEL: E95’6
e5’
$150. CI.
for ed. Tower Hall 206A.
HELP WAKED 141
2,5, =392.
:- -5
LOST - Ger. Shorthair pup, 3 mon.
!960 VOLKSWAGEN. Runs. $200. 1962 SALE, Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending Brown & white. Lost around college area.
295Call
4. $75.
route, Part or full time. Must have Please phone 287-6761 if found.
..E ;
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297.4228.
dr
2
(urgent)
1.’
s’
PERSONALS 171
62 CHEVY
5 almost new INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
T F
.A
Start
today, 22 hrs, a week. Work until
6.
afrer
7
.
Friday
April 17, Morris Dailey. 7
ALFIE
. cond. thru summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S. and It p.m. 50c.
62 PORSCHE COUP. F.
All reason- 1st St. Pry. 207.
r
"Dial
g"red C l 287-7445. OPPORTUNITY, sparetime, addressing STUDIES GOT YOU DOWN/ Call
.
envelopes and circulars! Make $27.00 Peace of Mind" 294-3333. 3 -minute re66 SIMCA 1000, 4 -Dr. Jk d cord.. 33 per thousand. Handwritten or typed, in cording, day and night.
ell $650 or BEST OFFER
your home. Send just $2. for INSTRUCLIVING INSURANCE
789-9669.
2,295.4949
TIONS plus LIST OF FIRMS using ad.
’60 MGA. Wire WhIs.. disc Brks. ’63 dressers. Satisfaction Guaranteed! B&V
MOUTH1800 MGB Eng, dependable, very clean. ENTERPRISES. Dept. 3-58, PO Box 1056,
be
the source of my conyou
Could
$575 cash or trade for bite. See at 275 Yucaipa, Calif. 92399.
stant confusion and complete mental
N. 5th or call Gary, 293-0755.
--CR.
instability?
LT. HOUSEKEEPING & Companion for
MOTORCYCLE: ’61 JAWA 250 cc.
condition. $175.00. Call 968-6500 older man for room and board and
salary. Christian preferred. 353.2019
SERVICES 181
"" 6 r
after 6.
1969 OPEL KADETT RALLYE 4 sod. 102
equipment. 14,000 miles, ALFIE Friday, April 17, Morris Dailey. 7 AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
and 10 et’n 50c
9-.v. 257-9537.
$ tr, ck
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
65 JEEP WAG. 4W Dr. V.8 327 Chew. COUPLE NEEDED to manage apt. house. Toll 241-3900.
- tn,p, oil ga. Clean, Call after I p.m., 286-2250.
ji ...ix Call O.K. 248- PART-TIME BABYSITTERS & HOUSE- STUDENT TYPING in my some. Fast, Ac
curate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
KEEPERS saw being hired. Heatherlee 244-6581,
TRADE 66 A H. SPRITE in good condi- Agenc.es. 289-9466.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
lord, Chevy, or Dodge
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Vn . C.
:s Russ. 3188 375 S. 9th West
HOUSING
151
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251
Hit 2., ’491,
2598.
fuel injection. FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now tak’68 VW F,,STBACK
EXPERIENCED
TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
condition
ing applic. for summer & fall. VERY
es. top
293-3431 eves.
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Asianian-298.4104.
RAMB. 64, Class.c 770, V-8, 2 dr. P.S.. 470 So. I I th St.
E’s
. walls. 1 owner, motor I BDRM. lure, apt. 1 blk, to campus. FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
overnaa nd
266-9553.
51-70. 297.3788.
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2303.
’66 HOOD FIAT Sta. Won., 4 speod. ROOM
for
rent
$50/mo.
657
Sixth.
So,
OUTSTANDING
TYPING - Selectric.
.ra book) 293.4694 any$650
3 blocks So, of campus. Call 292-9763, Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
time or 593.8868 evenings.
26 p.m.
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
1961 PORSCHE Super Coupe. Recent
complete engine overhaul. Paint, uphol- 4***********************************************
stery in great shape. 377 9525 after 5.
tires,
n
’59 MGA Rdstr. New
etc.
clutch, brakes etc, rbl.
work
milosi
Needs
(5,000
.
1. $250.
but runs great. Merh
Ca’’ K.-, at 297
VW ",7
rm.". $750 287.
r
’
’62 CHEVY NOVA. ,
H

VW

REAR

What would happen
if they gave a war

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Reports - Dissertation.
Master s Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Awe.
San Jose.
371-0395,
Call
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc.,
experienced and feat. Phone 269-8674.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
Street, S.F. 94111.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244.9600.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$38,
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900,
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
and other quality beverages at horn..
Malt products. SJ HOME BOTTLER, 309
STOCKTON. 2.6 p.m. 287-0370.
BICYCLE REPAIRING. Reasonable
rates. 48 hour service. Call Mark or Jim
after 4,00, 295-9455.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
Call Esche’s, 251-2598.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
purpose including environmental por
traits, model composites, weddings, art
pictures, Call Rich Kelso 286.1139.
TRANSPORTATION 191
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one way-$289 round trip. Japan. $350.
Contact Prof. Maga, 293-1033.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of If*
international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and purchase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 Son
Vicente Blvd. *4, L.A., Celif.90049.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black. 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (4151 8431857.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 -1 - 1:30-3:30

and the ROTC came?

A.H. ’66 3000 MI, III Deluxe. Tonnen,
0
X. Ed. core:
S2500. 294.841:.
d

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 2-4

*
4,34,

FOR SALE 131
SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL 4c
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott. pants,
clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies,
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN Is
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed lc
Sundays. 287.3942.

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.

;

RECORD & TAPE SALE! I have connections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
mid. M.S. Call & place an order. 2980700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
SLIGHTLY USED WEDDING RING SET
(3 months). Cost $400: will sell $200.
253.6395.
GREAT BOOKS WESTERN WORLD.
Worth $500 - Sell $225. Free 10 Vol.
Abe Linc. by Sandburg. 469 E. San
Carlos 295-3531,

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

*
*
*
*

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

;

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

lines
lints
lines
linos

Add this
amount for
each addi.
Ronal line

One day
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
’50

Two days

Three.

days Four days

2.252.00
2.75
2.50
3.25
3.00
3.50 _.--- 3.75
.50

.50

Rve days

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

30

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
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(1) 0 Help Wanted (4)
1=I Services (11)
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0 Lost

ri Announcements
Ll Automotive (2)
D For Sale (3)

No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters .ind spaces for each Ilne)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plmse allow 2 dm after pladng for ad to appear.
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